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Title Sequence (GFX 100%)
Coming Up / Intro
Hello and welcome to Arsenal 360!
Seven days is a long time in the world of
football, and in Arsenal 360, you’ll see all
the news, highlights, interviews, analysis
and inside information, fresh from Arsenal
HQ.
On this week’s show it’s derby day as we
head to Wembley to take on
Tottenham…before flying to France for a
face-off with Rennes in the Europa League.
Adrian Clarke will be here to put the derby
under the microscope in ‘The Breakdown’.
And for the Final Word, we’re handing the
show over to La Cabra… Nacho Monreal.
All that and more on the only show that
gives you the week at Arsenal from every
angle.
Arsenal 360.
But first…

Sting (Highlights)
Highlights

5”
3’00”

Highlights – Tottenham v Arsenal
One of English football’s most intense
rivalries, the battle for north London
supremacy between us and Tottenham has
transcended pure bragging rights in recent
years. After we enjoyed decades of
dominance, Tottenham have proven to be
a noisy neighbor in recent seasons,
especially on home turf where we have
only won once in the league in the past 10
years.
Title hopes recently dented, the hosts
were now looking over their shoulders in
the race for the top four, while a win for us
would narrow the gap between the sides to
just a single point.
Unai Emery once again decided to raise
some eyebrows with his team selection as
Mesut Ozil, Lucas Torreira and Pierre
Emerick-Aubamayang were all named on
the bench. The Spaniard also went for a
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back four, while Aaron Ramsey and
Henrikh Mkhitaryan were selected to play
behind lone striker, Alex Lacazette.

English Comms: “
Post Match

GFX 100% (Table)

1”00

Post Match

1’00

Alex Iwobi: “We were unlucky not to get the
three points. I mean the boys – we dug in from
the start to the last minute of the game. It was
unfortunate for us not to get the result we
wanted, but at the end of the day, a draw is a
draw. It’s always going to be hard against our
rivals, so I think we did well. We can only play
our part and keep on fighting until the end.
We’re focusing ourselves and not them, so we
will see where we end up at the end of the
season.”
Throw to Breakdown
That agonising draw against the old enemy
allowed Manchester United to sneak past
us by virtue of a thrilling win over
Southampton, while Chelsea remain just a
point further back after winning a tense
west London tussle with Fulham. At the
summit Manchester City displaced
Liverpool, the latter being held to a
goalless draw by Everton.
What could’ve been…despite being so
close to a well-earned win, we left Wembley
with only a point…to find out more about
our latest derby drama, it’s time to hear
from the guru…Adrian Clarke.

Sting (Breakdown)
The Breakdown

5”
3’00”

The Breakdown
Adrian Clarke: “The 185th north London Derby was
passionately contested and incident packed, but
unfortunately, no winner could be found. Here’s my analysis
of Arsenal’s performance in a 1-1 draw that could easily
have been a famous Gunners victory.
“The hallmark of this spirited Arsenal performance was
hard work and determination. Unai Emery’s men were
organized and ready to leave everything out there on the
Wembley pitch…
“These phases of play typify the resolve shown by the
Gunners. Swarming all over danger man Harry Kane -who
didn’t manage a shot from open play - they crowd him out,
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before attacking midfielder Ramsey drops all the way back
in to lend a hand for the side. The bounce doesn’t go
Arsenal’s way but they regroup quickly to ensure there’s
no pathway through for Son either. The whole team
displayed resilience. Teammates wanted to go the extra
mile to cover their colleagues, which was great to see.
Here, Tottenham pick up the second ball ball, but
Guendouzi sprints back to offer vital and timely support to
his central defenders. Torreira came on and followed the
same lead. Here, I like the way he steams in to pressurise
Rose in a good area. There was such a pleasing appetite to
hound white shirts as a collective, particularly inside the
middle third where they counter pressed ferociously - but
once the mission of retrieving possession had been
completed, Arsenal went from hot to cold, quite superbly.
Flicking the switch, they were able to slow down their
minds to keep the ball calmly and with nice composure.
“The standout stats in this north London derby were related
to Arsenal’s choice of distribution from the back. Tactically
it’s clear the instructions were to go long…
“All of the starting back four sent over 20% of their passes
long. from back to front, dwarfing their respective season
averages in a bid to get the ball forward in a more direct
manner. Arsenal averaged 23.95% of long passes at
Wembley, which was by far their highest proportion of the
entire campaign. The next closest was at Huddersfield
when they registered 17.07%. Turning the Spurs’
rearguard with early passes was part of the game plan.
“1-0 up with less than 20 minutes to play - and Spurs
running out of ideas - Arsenal’s lead felt increasingly
comfortable, that’s until the home side was handed a
controversial lifeline…
“When this free kick is delivered it is undeniable that
Harry Kane was in an offside position, and although the
language of the rule book does create some confusion on
this matter, the authorities later confirmed that as he was
trying to play the ball, the striker should have been flagged
offside. A mistake from the assistant referee swung this
match completely. At the most critical stage of the contest,
it’s a huge call to go against Emery’s men. There is no
denying that Mustafi made an error in trying to barge
Kane. It was a definite foul inside the danger zone – but
the Spurs captain had already gained an illegal advantage
by running from an offside position. Arsenal’s protests
were entirely founded, but from the spot kick, Kane never
looked like wasting the opportunity.
“Laurent Koscielny was superb, but just pipping him to the
title of main man is his centre back partner, Sokratis. The
Greek star was absolutely outstanding…
“We’ve learnt this season that Sokratis has deceptive pace
and he put that to good use when tracking the run of Son
in this clip. Quick and determined, he tidied up a problem
with no fuss at all. In one-v-one situations the summer
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signing sticks with opposition forwards like glue. Using his
powerful frame to dominate Eriksen here, Sokratis snuffed
out the attack with ease, before playing out with calm
assurance. Just like Koscielny, the 30-year-old’s
positioning inside the area was spot on. His reading of the
game was exemplary on the day. And whatever questions
Spurs asked of Sokratis, he always had the answer. He was
a true defensive rock.
“In a word, this was a committed Arsenal performance. The
aggressive mindset and staunch resilience were a welcome
sight, but there was quality too. The Gunners definitely
created the game’s clearest openings. Lady Luck was not on
their side. Kane’s penalty shouldn’t have been awarded,
Aubameyang was very unfortunate not to get a retake and
Torreira’s late red card felt harsh in light of Danny Rose
escaping with a yellow for a challenge that was arguably
more dangerous. I know that a 1-1 draw feels deflating, but
don’t get too down about it. This was an Arsenal display to
be proud of.”

Sting (Newsflash)

5”

Throw to Break
Break

10”

Welcome Back

10”

Throw to Break
That’s the half-time whistle here on A360,
but join us after the break for Newsflash,
Nacho Monreal and a trip to Rennes in the
Europa League.
Welcome Back
Welcome back to the only place for
everything Arsenal from every angle,
Arsenal 360. Up next we’re back on the
continent for the Europa League.

Sting (Team Talk)
Team Talk

5”
2’00”

Rennes v Arsenal
After dispatching BATE Borisov in the
previous round, Ligue 1 outfit, Rennes
were our opponents in the last 16…and
history was in the air as two sides that had
never before faced off in a competitive
fixture met up under lights in the heart of
France.
There was also a sentimental streak to the
tie as Rennes were also the team where the
retiring Petr Cech made his name back in
2001. The veteran keeper was named to
start as he has done throughout the
tournament, while Mesut Ozil was chosen
alongside in form Henrikh Mkhitaryan and
Alex Iwobi as part of a creative midfield trio
behind leading scorer Pierre Emerick
Aubamayang.
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MATCH Comms

GFX 100% (Table)

1’00

EUROPA RESULTS
We will have it all to do back in London in a
week’s time against Rennes after
unarguably the shock of the round, closely
followed by five-time winners, Sevilla,
drawing at home to Slavia Prague.
Elsewhere Chelsea and Napoli were the
pick of the teams, alongside Santi
Cazorla’s Villarreal.

Newsflash

2’00”

Newsflash
First up in Newsflash, several of our
Women’s stars were in the spotlight for
England in the ‘She Believes’ Tournament
in the United States, where they were
joined by the hosts, and fellow football
heavyweights Brazil and Japan. Beth Mead
and Leah Williamson both featured as
England won the tournament by drawing
with the USA and winning both of their
other fixtures in a positive showing for Phil
Neville’s Lionesses.
It was a busy night at the London Football
Awards as Matteo Guendouzi, Joe
Montumerruo, Pierre Emerick Aubamayeng
and Arsenal in Community were all
nominated for awards, but it was Vivienne
Miedema who walked away with silverware.
The Dutch 23-year-old rode a recordbreaking season in the WSL to be voted as
the capital’s finest female footballer.
In the loan report we start our coverage
close to home, where Emi Martinez was
named man of the match in Reading’s 2-1
win over Ipswich Town – and was then
named in the Championship Team of the
Week.
Calum Chambers bagged a goal in the west
London derby as Fulham fell deeper into
relegation trouble with a 2-1 loss at the
hands of Chelsea.
Further down the ladder, Krystian Bielik
once again saw major gametime for
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Charlton as they drew 1-1 with Doncaster.
Over on the continent, David Ospina came
on for Alex Meret as he was sent off just 25
minutes into Napoli’s 2-1 defeat to
Juventus in Serie A.
While in Germany both Reiss Nelson for
Hoffenheim and Takuma Asano both
suffered Bundesliga defeats.
Our Under-18s hosted Norwich City at the
weekend and really rattled the Canaries’
cage with a dominant victory.
As has been the case in recent weeks, an
early goal set the tone, and this time it
came courtesy of Flo Balogun just three
minutes into proceedings.
Balogun bagged another 15 minutes later…
…and that was followed by a Tyreece JohnJules penalty..
..but Balogun put his stamp on the first half
by rounding out his hat trick in the 35th
minute…making it 16 goals for Ken
Gillard’s side this season.
A Harry Clarke own goal eight minutes into
the second half gave the visitors a flicker
of hope, but it was extinguished in ruthless
fashion as first Trae Coyle and then Sam
Greenwood scored immediately after to
extend our lead.
Norwich did manage to score a late
penalty, but it meant little as we rounded
out 6-2 winners on the day.
At home to Swansea City, our Under-23s
had a difficult evening and their strange
season continued when the game was
called to a halt due to an injury to the
referee late in the first half.
Despite dominating the opening period, the
break in play disrupted our momentum and
the Swans capitalised with two goals in
added on.
In the second half Freddie Ljungberg’s side
when into attack mode and created a
stream of good opportunities…
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…but it wasn’t until the final ten minutes
that we finally broke the stubborn Swans
rearguard. First 17-year-old Flo Balogun
reproduced his under-18 form to pull one
back….before Nathan Tomey scored a fine
second to level proceedings with four
minutes left to go.
Despite the late onslaught, the winning
goal just wouldn’t come - 2-2 the final
score to leave us seventh in the standings.
That’s all for now, if you want to find out
more, log on to www.arsenal.com, the
home of Arsenal online.
Sting (Wenger’s
Word)
Wenger’s Word

5’
1’00”

Final Word – Nacho Monreal
This week on the final word, we welcome
Nacho Monreal to A360. After years of
being the club’s Mr. Dependable, injuries
have disrupted his campaign, but much
like the rest of the squad he feels he has
turned a corner in 2019.
NM: “This season has been a bit different
for me because it has been the first
season I’ve had a few injuries in a row, I
missed a lot of games, I lost my form and I
think in the last [few] months I have
started to come back. I’m starting to feel
better again. I think the team is happy and
is lucky to have two left backs who try to
help the team. I’m really happy with my
last performances, but as I say, I just try to
give my best every single day, every single
training [session] and every single game. I
try to help and I’m happy doing that.”
Unai Emery was once again in the
spotlight after his tactical decisions were
vindicated at Wembley. Just nine months
into his Arsenal tenure, there is still plenty
of intrigue around our head coach…and
Nacho is impressed by his Emery
experience so far.
NM: “I think he’s doing a really great job.
It’s difficult for him because he’s the first
manager after [Arsene] Wenger, so people
are comparing them all the time. I think we
need to give him time, sign new players,
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teach us his plans for the future; but at the
moment, he’s doing really well. He
probably works more on possession and
tactics than we did with Wenger. It’s
completely different. He has good things
and things to improve as does everyone. I
think everyone is happy. The club is happy
with him and the players are happy with
him so everyone is happy.”
It seems in the media that no mention of
Emery can go without comment on Mesut
Ozil. The mercurial star has been in and
out of the side, and while it has sparked
conversation in the press, behind closed
doors at Colney Mesut is doing everything
to help the team.
NM: “Mesut missed a few games but he’s
again with the team, he’s again fighting
and if you see him training and when he
plays, he looks like he is completely
committed to the team. That’s really good
and he’s really important for us. He’s a
top-quality player. He helped us a lot:
giving us assist and scoring goals. The
other teams, when they Mesut on the
pitch, they say: ‘Mesut is here, we need to
be careful’. He’s an important player.”
With two clear paths to Champions League
football still on offer, many fans and
pundits have been speculating about
where the club’s priorities lie, but as usual,
the message inside the camp has been
crystal clear.
NM: “Our target is to finish in the top four,
definitely. From the beginning of the
season it was really clear, our target.
Obviously we’re going to fight. We want to
win the Europa League. Last season we
were really close but we didn’t qualify to
play in the final. This year our target is to
finish in the top four and of course to try
and win the Europa League.”
That’s the Final Word for this week, now
let’s take a look at what’s been happening
on social media.
Social Media Report

1’00”

Social Media Report
First up, there was plenty of chat online
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after the dramatic events at Wembley and it
was a contrast of emotions between Aaron
Ramsey and Pierre Emerick Aubameyang.
The latter taking to Instagram to apologise
for his penalty miss.
That was swiftly followed again on
Instagram by Sokratis coming to the
defence of his friend and teammate.
Hector Bellerin kept the fans abreast of the
latest steps in his injury recovery.
And finally, Mesut Ozil was feeling the
global love from our Indian fanbase.
Next Week

50”

Next Week
That’s all we have time for on Arsenal 360
today.
Remember for more info, news and video,
log onto www.arsenal.com, the home of
Arsenal Online.
Next week we’ve got another action-packed
show as old foes Manchester United and
then Rennes make their way to Emirates
Stadium.
The Breakdown, Newsflash and The Final
Word will all also return on the only show
that gives you the week at Arsenal from
every angle…
Arsenal 360.
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